THEN

NUMBER OF REGIONAL PARKS: 30
REGIONAL PARK ACREAGE: 37,450
POPULATION (1967): 1.8 Million
NOW

NUMBER OF REGIONAL PARKS: 62
REGIONAL PARK ACREAGE: 54,660
POPULATION (2016): 3.04 Million

MAP

- Regional Parks, Reserves and Special Recreation Features
- Regional Trails
- Extent of Development (Parcels containing structures)
- County Boundaries
- Lakes and Rivers
THEN

TREATMENT PLANTS: 35
INTERCEPTORS: 284 Miles
POPULATION (1967): 1.8 Million
NOW

TREATMENT PLANTS: 24
INTERCEPTORS: 658 Miles
POPULATION (2016): 3.04 Million
THEN

FREeways: **105 Miles**
EXPRESSways: **257 Miles**
POPULATION (1967): **1.8 Million**
NOW

FREeways: 400 Miles
EXPRESSWAYS: 227 Miles
POPULATION (2016): 3.04 Million